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BACKGROUND

Service visibility and transparency are more important than ever. We understand that you 
need reassurance that your space and your people are taken care of. ABM’s Digital Cleaning 
Log can help.  

Our Digital Cleaning Log is a proprietary tool that ABM has developed to capture, archive, 
and report on the cleaning being performed. As our team members perform work, they 
document the work performed through our digital application. Team members simply take a 
picture of a QR code and specify who performed work, what services were performed, and 
when the cleaning was performed.

So far, pilots have been successfully implemented in manufacturing, education, and         
office environments.

Providing Transparency Through 
Work Validation and Reporting  
Proprietary Digital Cleaning Log from ABM

QUICK STATS

16
leveraged sites
sites nationwide

1,680
average logs

per day

160
phones to enable 

submissions
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CASE STUDY FROM IMPLEMENTATION

Goal 
To enable accurate data and reporting of servicing across all sites in the portfolio with 
detailed logs of specific tasks performed at each site for easier oversight.

Outcomes

• Further empowered central management of servicing across the national footprint 

•  Provided robust data around servicing performed, enabling weekly data-driven 

discussions around servicing 

•  Allowed full visibility into daily servicing tasks, providing comfort that effective 

cleaning programs are being delivered 

To learn more about our Digital Cleaning Log,  
call 866.624.1520 or visit ABM.com/Janitorial
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About ABM

ABM (NYSE: ABM) is a leading provider of facility services in the United States and various 
international locations. ABM’s comprehensive capabilities include janitorial, electrical & 
lighting, energy solutions, facilities engineering, HVAC & mechanical, landscape & turf, 
mission critical solutions and parking, provided through stand-alone or integrated solutions. 
ABM provides custom facility solutions in urban, suburban and rural areas to properties of 
all sizes - from schools and commercial buildings to hospitals, data centers, manufacturing 
plants and airports. ABM Industries Incorporated, which operates through its subsidiaries, 
was founded in 1909. For more information, visit ABM.com.
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